Delta Heat is a true culmination of past experiences, refined and evolved from residential appliances and high-performance, commercial cooking equipment. Dante’s expert knowledge of residential appliances and high-performance, commercial cooking equipment set the stage for his transition to grills and outdoor kitchen equipment in the 1990s.

For more than 30 years, Dante has been instrumental in the development and evolution of residential appliances and high-performance, commercial cooking equipment. His expertise in the field has granted him to play a pivotal role in bringing indoor kitchen equipment to the outdoors.

WHO IS DELTA HEAT?

Delta Heat’s founder, owner and operator is award-winning Gas Engineer, Dante Cantal.

For installation in combustible construction

- Stainless steel construction
- Polished stainless steel trim
- Overhang dimensions
- Countertop dimensions
- Insulating jackets
- Cutout dimensions
- Overall dimensions

Please verify the specifications prior to finalizing your enclosures. Delta Heat® reserves the right to change the specifications, designs and materials of the products without notice.

www.deltaheat.com